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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Ladies and Gentleman,

thanks for the second revision statement; the following changes have been made according to your hints:

> Tables: please provide short, one sentence table titles. These should be placed above the table and the table legend below.

done, this was a misunderstanding

> Figure: please provide a short figure title, this should be the first sentence of the figure legend.

done, this was a misunderstanding

> Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Tables: please remove the visible vertical lines from your tables.

Sorry, but again I would to ask you to assist me in that point - our WORD version does not allow for removing the Table lines. I would be grateful, if this could be done by your team.

Best regards and honest thanks for your patience and help! Frank Krummenauer